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Different Search Techniques
Main question:“which node to expand next?”

• Uninformed Search: Rigid procedure with no 
knowledge about the cost of a node to the goal.

• Best-First Search: Search procedure that expands 
the next node according to an evaluation function.

• Informed Search: Knowledge of the cost of a given 
node to the goal is in the form of an evaluation 
function f, which assigns a real number to each node.



Greedy Search

• h(n) = estimated distance from n to the goal

• Condition: h(n) = 0 if n is a goal.

• Greedy search is a best-first search technique.

• Often used for path-finding problem: 
h = straight-line distance between locations.



Greedy Search Example



Greedy Search from Arad to Bucharest



Heuristics
The evaluation function h in greedy searches is also called a 
heuristic function or simply a heuristic.

• A heuristic is based on background knowledge about the 
environment (e.g. straight line for the Euclidean space)

• Heuristics are methods that improve the search in the 
average-case.

A heuristic is problem-specific and focuses the search!



A*: Minimize the estimated path costs

• g(n) = actual cost from the initial state to n.

• h(n) = estimated cost from n to the next goal.

• f(n) = g(n) + h(n), the estimated cost of the cheapest 
solution through n.

• Let h*(n) be the actual cost of the optimal path from n to 
the next goal.

• h is admissible if the following holds for all n :

h(n) ≤ h*(n)

• We require that for A*, h is admissible (the straight-line 
distance is admissible in the Euclidean Space).



A* Search Example



A* Search from Arad to 
Bucharest



Contours in A*
Within the search space, contours arise in which for the 
given f-value all nodes are expanded.

Contours at f = 380, 400, 420



Example: Path Planning for 
Robots in a Grid-World



Optimality of A*
Claim: The first solution found has the minimum path cost.

Proof: Suppose there exists a goal node G with optimal path 
cost f*, but A* has found another node G2 with g(G2) > f*.



• Let n be a node on the path from the start to G that has 
not yet been expanded. Since h is admissible, we have

f(n) ≤ f*.

• Since n was not expanded before G2, the following must 
hold:

f(G2) ≤ f(n)

and

f(G2) ≤ f*.

• It follows from h(G2) = 0 that

g(G2) ≤ f*.

Contradicts the assumption!



Completeness of A*

Completeness: If a solution exists, A* will find it 
provided that (1) every node has a finite number of 
successor nodes, and (2) there exists a positive 
constant δ such that every operator has at least 
cost δ.

Only a finite number of nodes n with f(n) ≤ f*.



Deterministic Value Iteration:
• If we want to compute the shortest path from every
state to the goal state, we can use (deterministic)
Value Iteration.

• An implementation of the deterministic Value Iteration
can be done very similar to Dijkstra’s Algorithm.

• Such a cost distribution is the optimal heuristic for A*.



Summary

• Heuristics focus the search.
• The Greedy Search expands the note with the 

minimal expected costs to the goal.
• A*: the minimization of f(n) = g(n) + h(n) 

combines uninformed and greedy search. 
• If h(n) is admissible the A* search is complete 

and optimal.
• For other search techniques see AI course,

or Russell, Norvig:”Artificial Intelligence”.
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